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Welcome

QUT Business School's People and Performance Research Group and the

Melbourne School of Psychological Sciences' Personality Processes Lab are

pleased to host the 17th Australian Conference on Personality and Individual

Differences (ACPID 2019).

 

Continuing our proud tradition of an Australian-based, high quality, and highly

developmental annual conference in personality and individual differences,

ACPID 2019 features 9 regular Paper Sessions, 5 Symposiums and one Poster

Session. We have an interesting mix of both applied and theoretical papers

this year. We are fortunate to have two exciting keynote speakers on the

program: Professor Brian Little from the University of Cambridge and

Associate Professor Peggy Kern from the University of Melbourne. The

conference dinner is being held on the scenic green deck of Old Parliament

house which is directly next to QUT Gardens Point campus. Prepare for many

highlights!

 

This is the first time that QUT has hosted ACPID, and we wish you a warm

welcome to a great conference experience and trust that you will also enjoy

Brisbane and its surroundings.         

ACPID 2019 Organising Committee

Peter O'Connor (Chair);  Luke Smillie; Andrew Spark; Elliroma Gardiner, Sarah
Ann Walker; Karen Taylor
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Keynote Speakers

The study of human personality explores how each of us is like

all other people, some other people and no other person. 

Understanding the nature and nurture of human personality is

essential to shaping our singular and collective futures.  One

influential perspective on personality emphasizes how stable

traits such as extraversion or neuroticism have consequences for

how we think, feel and act, for better or for worse.  From this

perspective, whether our lives go well or poorly is largely

determined by our biogenic traits.  This is an important

perspective, but it is incomplete.   I present an alternative social

ecological perspective on personality that claims that we have

fates beyond traits.  We hape our lives through the pursuit of 

Professor Brian R. Little

personal projects that can range from the trivial pursuits of typical Tuesdays to the overarching and

self-defining commitments of our lives.  Although project pursuit reflects our stable traits it also is

influenced by the stable and dynamic features of our environmental contexts and by the dynamic

enactment of “free traits” that may impel us to act out of character. 

 

Human flourishing comprises the sustainable pursuit of core projects in our individual and collective

lives.  This perspective shifts out focus beyond subjective well-being to well-doing or felicitous

action.   From this perspective, human personality is intriguing, hilarious, complex, frustrating, noble

and massively consequential.  It illuminates the nature of a strange little species that has the

audacity to ask what kind of species it wishes to be.

 

 

Professor Brian R. Little received his early education in British Columbia and his Ph.D. in psychology

from the University of California, Berkeley. He was a Commonwealth Scholar at Oxford University

and an inaugural Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study at Harvard University.  

He is currently at Cambridge University in England where he is a Fellow of the Well-Being Institute

and lectures in the Department of Psychology and in the EMBA program at the Cambridge Judge

Business School. He is also Distinguished Research Professor Emeritus at Carleton University and

Senior Fellow in Person-Analytics at the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania.

About the speaker

Fates Beyond Traits: The Social Ecology of Human Flourishing

University of Cambridge



Keynote Speakers

Professor Little has received awards for both his research and teaching.  At Harvard he was elected

as a Favorite Professor by the graduating classes for three consecutive years and he has received

the 3M Award, the highest award for University teaching in Canada across all disciplines. He has

been active in leadership roles in the Association for Research in Personality and received its first

Distinguished Service Award. 

 

He was a pioneer in the study of personality and well-being and his Personal Projects Analysis

theory and method has helped contribute to the understanding and enhancement of human

flourishing. He is particularly interested in the study of how individuals act out of character in pursuit

of their core personal projects and the benefits and potential costs this might entail.

 

He continues to hope to become a professional basketball player and has a core personal project of

growing a foot and a half before 2020.
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Dr Peggy (Margaret) Kern is an associate professor at the Centre for Positive Psychology at the

University of Melbourne’s Graduate School of Education. Originally trained in social, personality, and

developmental psychology, Dr Kern received her undergraduate degree in psychology from Arizona

State University, a Masters and PhD in social/personality psychology from the University of

California, Riverside, and postdoctoral training at the University of Pennsylvania in the US. Her

research is collaborative in nature and draws on a variety of methodologies to examine questions

around who thrives in life and why, including understanding and measuring healthy functioning,

identifying individual and social factors impacting life trajectories, and systems informed

approaches to wellbeing.  She has published 3 books and over 80 peer-reviewed articles and

chapters. You can find out more about Dr Kern’s work at www.peggykern.org.

About the speaker

(snapshots of digital footprints evident through social media), this talk will illustrate how various

methodological approaches can be used to reveal insights about how personality manifests and

impacts upon everyday experiences, with lasting impacts upon socially valued outcomes.

People traverse life in different ways. Some people contribute

greatly to society, enjoy life, with a clear sense of purpose; others

struggle along the way, fall short of their potential, or never have a

chance to thrive. Healthy development is a complicated process,

which is impacted by an interconnected array of biological,

psychological, social, and ecological factors. The complexity of life

trajectories necessitates a broad range of methodological

approaches for understanding how personality impacts upon human

experience. Drawing on a series of studies using long data (archival

studies following people over long period of life) and big data

Long and big approaches to studying the impact of personality upon
one’s journey through life

Associate Professor Peggy Kern
University of Melbourne
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Big Five and HEXACO
Personality Predicts Other-
Ratings of Problematic
Smartphone Usage
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